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Hanging with Minerva

R.KALE

Pack up your bags, close down shop, and go away for a
year. The adventurous choose the Himalayas, the Amazon
basin, or Antarctica. The more orthodox go for a research
fellowship to North America or Western Europe. I perhaps
belong to the adventurous among the orthodox for I spent
the whole of 1994 with the British Medical Journal (BMJ)
as their editorial registrar and correspondence editor. And
what did I learn? I learnt to read and write.

I was initially awed by the idea of sitting in judgement
on papers sent to the BMJ by all those clever researchers
from all over the world. Gradually, the scandal of poor
medical research was unveiled before me.! Simple errors in
the design of a study like floating numerators, lack of
controls or poorly selected ones popped up regularly. I read
so many flawed papers that it made me wonder about the
money and time spent on producing them.

The papers that the BMJ receives everyday are shared
out among the editors. A paper is passed on to another
editor if the first editor does not like it. Should both find it
inappropriate the paper is rejected. But if there is even a
glimmer of hope of possible publication, the paper is sent
out to an external referee for an opinion. If the referee gives
a favourable opinion the paper is discussed in a weekly
meeting of in-house editors. This meeting is called the
'minihang' because it precedes the hanging committee meet-
ing, which is the final hurdle that a paper has to clear before
being accepted. (The hanging committee is named after one
which meets every year at the Royal Academy and decides
which pictures to hang in their Summer Exhibition.)

I enjoyed the minihang immensely for it was here that I
learnt a great deal about reading papers critically. I also
learnt to see the 'big picture' of what is happening in the
world of medicine-to see the woods and the trees. At the
minihang, the editors present papers that have passed the
initial hurdles, and the meeting reminded me of a weekly
clinical meeting. The atmosphere was informally formal, the
wit stimulating, the presentations precise, and the collective
wisdom ummatched.

'We know that, don't we?'
'Whatever happened to our guidelines on how to write

guidelines?'
'No, not another audit on this.'
'There is no lesson here, just bad medicine. We do not

want it.'
Rejected papers land on the floor; those that remain, pile

up in the centre of the table for the hanging committee.

Laxmi Kunj, 37 Shanwar, Pune 411030, Maharashtra, India

Every Friday at eight in the morning a dozen papers are
discussed over buns, coffee, and orange juice by the
hangers-two in-house editors, two editorial advisers of
the BMJ who are practising doctors, and a statistician. We
took turns at being hangers. Sometime in the morning on
a Thursday one would remember that there were a dozen
papers to be read for the next day's hanging committee.
This meant insulating yourself from the busy 'open plan'
office, and reading the papers very carefully before the
deadline.

The BMJ received 4502 papers in 1994. In-house editors
rejected 2360 of these at the first step in the evaluation
process; only 675 papers were accepted. The cause of rejec-
tion is usually a fatal flaw in the methodology, though many
papers are rejected because they are unsuitable for BMFs
readership. But how can so many papers be rejected because
of flawed methodology? Don't researchers know what they
should be doing? Surely a scandal.

Unfortunately, I did not get down to analysing the papers
sent from India in that year. The impression that I gathered,
however, was that these papers were often too long for the
point they made, or had flaws such as lack of denominator
data, lack of controls, failure to randomize patients, or
incorrect randomization. Many in India carry the impression
that papers are rejected if their English is poor. The reason
for rejection is usually bad science and hot poor English.

The BMJ receives about 15to 20 letters each day. Looking
after the correspondence pages of the BMJ taught me to
read critically and fast. It taught me what deadlines and
green proofs meant. I also realized that the letters which
follow a paper are an important part of peer review after
publication. I learnt not to pass final judgement on any
published paper without reading the correspondence that
followed it. Surely Medline should index all letters about a
paper with the paper itself.

I travelled a fair amount in the year-two workshops for
editors arranged by the European Association of Scientific
Editors, one in Tunbridge Wells and another in Maastricht,
were invaluable. I met several part-time and a few full-time
medical editors. The full-time editors are true professionals,
and work for the major broad-based medical journals.
Editors of specialist journals are part-timers without any
formal training in medical journalism. Most of them admit
that they woke up one morning and found themselves as
editors without a clue to what editing was all about. How
do doctors become editors of journals? Another scandal?

I also went on a hectic tour of South Africa lasting three
weeks, to write a series of articles on its health services. I
went to all its major cities, interviewed two dozen people,
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and wrote about 15 000 words after coming back to London.
It took me a while to readjust to the routine at the BMJ

after South Africa. It was a Thursday and I was reading the
day's letters when Minerva, the legendary goddess of the
BMJ's last page walked up to me.

'Are you hanging tomorrow?' asked Minerva.
'Yes.'
'Then it's the two of us.'
'That's right.'
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'You get the booze, and I'll get the eats', suggested
Minerva, articulate as ever. I went home late that evening.
'I must reach the office by a quarter to eight tomorrow', I
said to my wife.

'Why?'
'I am hanging with Minerva.'
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Attention is frequently drawn to continuing poverty and
the forbidding future for Africa. Calvini, of the World
Health Organization (WHO), has written about the African
countries' diminished expenditures on health services, and
of their decreasing effectiveness.'

Who needs what in impoverished Africa? A cynic would
say, with some justification, that the question is rhetorical.
The straightforward answer is crystal clear-all populations
need more and cheaper food, more employment oppor-
tunities, and above all, peace. The depressing rejoinder is
that higher production of food is unlikely from the limited
agricultural land available, food will become dearer rather
than cheaper, economic depression with unemployment is
likely to increase, trade opportunities are limited; moreover,
there will never be enough doctors, health personnel and
services, and alas, unrest will continue if only sporadically.
All of this lies within the context of Africa's 3.8% annual
population growth rate, which is in contrast to 0.3% in most
western populations.

What can be done to mitigate this state of affairs?
Specifically, how much lies within the power of the state,
community, family and individual, to combat, or at least to
restrain, further impoverishment, its accompanying harsh
sequelae, and the still steeply rising population?

At present, in many African countries, especially in
South Africa, with its change in administration, there is
a tremendous desire to improve the well-being of the huge
majority who are very poor and are largely rural dwellers.

The South African government has formulated plans,
setting out goals for the future, similar to the classical
manifesto of Alma Ata. Foremost, there are plans to reduce
infant and maternal mortality rates, provide clinics for
pregnant and lactating mothers, provide better health care
for the needy, and understandably, reduce smoking practices
and excessive alcohol consumption. What resources can be

. marshalled for these and other such purposes? In South
Africa, 6.4% of the gross national product is devoted to
health care. Currently, 11.2% of the total state budget is
allocated for this purpose. Comparative figures elsewhere
are: Nigeria 1%, Zimbabwe 8%, Australia 10%, USA 14%
and Germany 18%.

During transition, it is always illuminating and intriguing,

to learn what exactly are the thoughts and desires of the
preponderant rural masses about efforts to improve their
general health scenario.

In a typical South African village complex there are four
very knowledgeable women: (i) the chiefs wife, (ii) the
school headmistress, (iii) the senior church lady, and
(iv) the clinic sister. Together, they know virtually all that
is going on. From various enquiries made, their views on
improvements in village life often differ in emphasis from
those of central health authorities. This applies even more
to the well-meant, and occasionally patronizing endeavours
of overseas benevolent bodies. For instance, helpers from
The Netherlands sought to assist in improving the level of
primary health care in villages in Atacora, Benin. A super-
visor said: 'It was a real shock to me when the villagers told
me that they did not need our medical care, and that the
real problem they wanted help with was a well and a school.
I thought everyone needed medicines before anything else ...
The most successful project villages were those where water
(the most pressing "felt need") was supplied as a first
activity, which acted as a catalyst for subsequent, more
specifically health-related activities.' As often seen, for
example, in a study conducted in Peru, when water is scarce,
sanitary education programmes accomplished little, since an
adequate supply is indispensable for good hygiene.

After the primary necessity for water, African village
women have stressed the need for a nurse or a doctor to be
available for 24 hours at a clinic or hospital. As an example
of benefit, in a series of villages in The Gambia, where a
nurse or a doctor was available, the infant mortality rate
fell from 128 to 28 per 1000 live-births over a 7-year period.

The African women have emphasized the need for regional
health auxiliaries. It is interesting that in parts of China
where 'barefoot doctors' were replaced, sickness and death
rates of young children actually rose. Since there will never
be sufficient doctors nor dentists, services of health, dental,
agricultural and other technical helpers would have to be
used. Health visitors could give advice on the preparation
of weaning foods (very often too dilute and contaminated),
in prompting mothers to take their sick children to clinics,
and to give general advice to village authorities on water
supply, and litter and refuse disposal. Other auxiliaries


